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Overview

As organizations are forced to implement new measures to reduce soaring expenses on wireless 
programs, the enrollment of all devices can bring management of wireless assets and expense 
under control. Enrollment can assist in identifying devices that are not in use and could save your 
company several hundred thousand dollars a year. Enrollment is a company-wide initiative for 
managing inventory. It requires all wireless device users within a company to enroll (or register) 
their wireless device on a company website.

Enrollment is simply the process of identifying and documenting all corporate-owned wireless 
devices and their current users. There are three critical best practices that drive and help to 
enforce wireless device enrollment:

1. Create a Comprehensive Policy
2. Create a Centralized Process, and
3. Create a Clear Communication Plan around the Policy and Process

This paper will explore the three wireless enrollment best practices used by multiple
mindWireless clients to manage and control expenses for up to 15,000 distributed wireless 
device users.

Create a Comprehensive Policy

Without comprehensive policy, enrollment and most wireless device management in general can 
become problematic and results will be diminished. A clear, comprehensive, and enforceable 
corporate policy sets boundaries for what will be approved and what is required of all employees. 
It also gives required authority to those with the responsibility to enforce the policy.

While a Corporate Wireless Policy should reflect the business process and culture of each 
individual enterprise, there are certain elements that should generally be considered. Each policy 
should include regulations for procurement, use and management of the following:

 • Eligibility, based on role, for specific devices and rate plans
 • Approval cycle to validate user procurement eligibility
 • Features (camera, text messaging, international, navigation, etc.)
 • Downloads (video, audio, ring tones, etc.)
 • State-specific hands-free regulations
 • Personal Use (including tax consequences)
 • Carrier contract terms and upgrade requirements
 • Lost, damaged or stolen equipment
 • Employee separation
 • Transfer of Liability (personal to corporate or corporate to personal) 



While the initial enrollment is critical to gaining control and management of a wireless expense
program, a Corporate Wireless Policy that requires subsequent annual or biennial re-enrollment
infers executive sponsorship and sets expectations for full user participation.

For more information and assistance in creating a Corporate Wireless Policy, download the
mindWireless “Corporate Wireless Policy Guidelines” in the Insights section at
www.mindwireless.com.

Create a Centralized Process

There are four critical steps in developing a centralized process for enrollment:

1. Evaluate Current Process:  The first step in creating a centralized process is to evaluate your
    current process. Begin with four questions:

 • How is wireless managed currently?
 • How many carriers are utilized?
 • How many accounts exist?
 • How are expense reports approved and paid?

Document everything and avoid making assumptions. Do not assume that your managers know 
how many devices are in their group or what kind of devices their employees have. Do not 
assume the carriers are accurately reporting the name and/or device model/type assigned to 
individual employees. 
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A Fortune 200 company in the healthcare 
industry conducted an annual enrollment and 
identified 1,600 lines to be disconnected, 
resuting in an annual savings of $700,000.

Case Study



2. Identify Contact Points: Next, identify your contact points. Who needs to be involved in the
    planning, execution and completion of the project? Who will be responsible for communication
   with employees and carriers? Who will address questions, complications, and possible
   criticism? Is the Help Desk available and trained to assist?

3. Design the Enrollment Process: The third step is to design the actual enrollment process and
    to make it simple. Determine the key information that you want to capture. This should include
    the following: employee name, employee ID, mobile telephone number, account number (if
    applicable), carrier, device type, device model, and ESN/IMEI.

    Determine how you will capture, store, report and employ the information. Unless your
    company has enrollment software in-house, outsourcing is a strong option. Determine how you
    will enforce the policy and follow through in a timely manner using a defined process. Create
    an ongoing enrollment/termination process so that the data remains accurate.

4. Identify Executive Supporters: The final step is to identify key executive supporters. Without
    the backing of senior management, participation and enforcement of enrollment will be
    impossible. Remember change is good. You are selling a cost saving initiative on the enterprise
    level. 
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A Fortune 1,000 company in the service 
industry with over 1,300 locations across the 
US and Canada completed an enrollment 
campaign in 2008 and disconnected over 
1,000 of a total of 5,000 lines saving 
$375,000 annually. 

Case Study



Create a Clear Communication Plan

Clear communication begins with the identification of your target audience. To whom will the 
communication be addressed: executives, managers, only employees with wireless devices?

Best practice would be to send emails outlining the enrollment process and timelines to all 
employees.

Remember, it is best not to assume your managers or the carriers have accurate information on 
who is carrying a wireless device.

Keep your communication simple and concise. Provide both detailed direction on how to access 
the enrollment site and how to guides to walk your employees through the process.

Make sure they have specific instructions on how to identify device information that is not easily
accessible to the end user. This could include the mobile telephone number of an air card or 
ESN/IMEI for any device. Note: this information can vary by carrier and device type.

Give both clear and specific guidelines on the timeline for participation and the consequences for
not participating. Best practice suggests a 21 business day process. If the process takes too long 
to complete, data becomes old and inaccurate. For example, send e-mail reminder blasts on the 
first, fourth, seventh and ninth day. Suspensions begin on day 11. Devices not enrolled will be
suspended on day 21.

Ensure that the carriers have a clear understanding of the urgency of the suspension/
disconnection process. Communicate your expectations regarding the suspension and
subsequent disconnection of devices. If there is an SLA is in place, hold them to it! Never assume 
that the carriers will disconnect the lines, as requested. Engage your finance team to ensure 
billing has ceased.

In Summary

Following these best practices in wireless device enrollment delivers two key benefits: cost 
savings and asset control. Furthermore, enrollment provides you with an accurate inventory of 
devices to assist in assigning costs to individuals or departments and making strategic business 
decisions based on carrier, device model, and/or device type.

mindWireless’ SMART Platform automates the enrollment process of gathering employee
information and wireless usage profiles. For more information on Wireless Device Enrollment
programs, contact mindWireless at 512-615-7600.  
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